Conductance-based models of neurons are used extensively in computational neuroscience. 3 Working with these models can be challenging due to their high dimensionality and large number 4 of parameters. Here, we present a neuron and network simulator built on a novel automatic type 5 system that binds object-oriented code written in C++ to objects in MATLAB. Our approach builds 6 on the tradition of uniting the speed of languages like C++ with the ease-of-use and feature-set 7 of scientific programming languages like MATLAB. Xolotl allows for the creation and manipula-8 tion of hierarchical models with components that are named and searchable, permitting intuitive 9 high-level programmatic control over all parts of the model. The simulator's architecture allows 10 for the interactive manipulation of any parameter in any model, and for visualizing the effects 11 of changing that parameter immediately. Xolotl is fully featured with hundreds of ion channel 12 models from the electrophysiological literature, and can be extended to include arbitrary con-13 ductances, synapses, and mechanisms. Several core features like bookmarking of parameters 14 and automatic hashing of source code facilitate reproducible and auditable research. Its ease 15 of use and rich visualization capabilities make it an attractive option in teaching environments. 16 Finally, xolotl is written in a modular fashion, includes detailed tutorials and worked examples, 17 and is freely available at https://github.com/sg-s/xolotl, enabling seamless integration into the 18 workflows of other researchers.
Xolotl is designed to be easy-to-use and richly featured while being fast enough to use in everyday 69 research. Our focus was on designing an approachable simulator of conductance-based neurons and net-70 works of these neurons; simulating arbitrary dynamical systems is therefore beyond the scope of this 71 software. Specifically, the software was designed to simulate models of the form
where C i and V i are the capacitance and membrane potential of compartment i. Compartments can 73 represent whole neurons or parts of neurons. I j is the current due to ion channel population j and is given 74 by 75
Here,ḡ j is the maximal conductance, and E j is the reversal potential of the ion channel population j.
76
A i is the surface area of compartment i that contains these ion channels. m j and h j are activation and The model can be integrated for various amplitudes of injected current to determine its F-I (frequency 188 current) curve (Kispersky, Caplan, and Marder 2012) . Figure 1E shows the F-I curve of this model, 189 obtained by repeated integration of the model. Finally, the built-in show function can plot activation 190 (m) and inactivation (h) curves and voltage-dependent timescales of any channel type in the simulator 191 ( Figure 1D-G) . These plots reveal that activation kinetics of the NaV channels are much faster than that 192 of the Kd channels ( Figure 1F ), which facilitates the transient depolarization in an action potential. In 193 summary, the simulator allows the user to construct and integrate this model in a few lines of code, and 194 provides rich visualization of the dynamics of the model. 
PERFORMING A VOLTAGE CLAMP EXPERIMENT IN-SILICO
Voltage clamping is an experimental technique where a amplifier is configured to inject the appropri-196 ate amount of current through a electrode to maintain the voltage of a cell at a desired value (Dayan 197 and Abbott 2001). Under this paradigm, the membrane voltage is "clamped" or fixed to a desired value, 198 permitting the study of voltage-dependent ion channels, since the sum of all currents through the popu-199 lation of ion channels in the cell is equal and opposite to the current injected by the clamp (Figure 2A ).
200
By combining voltage clamp with the use of pharmacological agents to block all channels but the one 201 of interest, the voltage-sensitivity of an ion channel population can be characterized (Cole and Moore 202 1960; Cole 1955; Hodgkin and Katz 1949; Hodgkin, Huxley, and Katz 1952; Hodgkin and Huxley 1952a; 203 Turrigiano, LeMasson, and Marder 1995) .
204
Xolotl can reproduce such a voltage clamp experiment in-silico. Figure 2B 
INTRACELLULAR MECHANISMS
So far, the models we described only considered the voltage dynamics of a cell (the solution to Eq. 1).
221
However, real neurons possess several dynamical features, arising from a variety of intracellular mecha-222 nisms. Xolotl makes it possible to model and include arbitrary intracellular mechanisms. In xolotl, these 223 intracellular mechanisms are represented by the "mechanism" object, and can be bound to compartments, 224 conductances, and other object types.
225
A key intracellular mechanism is the cytosolic buffering of Calcium and its influx through voltage-226 gated Calcium channels. Figure 3A Figure 3F ), synchronized to bursts 234 in action potentials in this cell ( Figure 3G ).
235
Neurons can regulate their electrical activity by controlling the spectrum of ion channels they express 236 (MacLean et al. 2003; Turrigiano, LeMasson, and Marder 1995; Schulz, Goaillard, and Marder 2006) .
237
Here, we will show how xolotl can be used to represent a recently proposed model of a homeostatic 3H). Since this mechanism affects each ion channel population individually, an object corresponding 241 to this mechanism is added to each conductance object in the neuron ( Figure 3I ). Setting all maximal 242 conductance densities to some low value and integrating the model shows that the intracellular Calcium 243 levels rise over time and approach the target Calcium concentration ( Figure 3J ), while all conductance 244 densities increase and then remain bounded ( Figure 3K ). Examining the voltage dynamics of the cell 245 reveal that it transitions from quiescence to truncated bursts of action potentials to periodic bursting as 246 this mechanism regulates the neuron's ion channel spectrum. In summary, xolotl can be used to construct in the previous section. First, the current state of the model is saved using the snapshot method into 261 a state called "initial". In this state, the model exhibits periodic bursting activity due to a particular con- . Because there is no mechanism for changing intracellular Calcium in this model, the Calcium level stays constant (B), and the cell tonically spikes (C). Intracellular Calcium buffering and influx through voltage gated Calcium channels (VGCCs) can be modeled using a simple differential equation (D). Code snippet shows how this mechanism can be added to the neuron model (E). The cell now bursts periodically, with synchronized oscillations in intracellular Calcium (F-G). Schematic of Calcium-dependent integral control homeostasis (O'Leary et al. 2013; O'Leary et al. 2014) (H) . In this feedback system, the rates of mRNA synthesis depend on the Calcium level in the cell, which depends on the membrane voltage, which in turn depends on the conductance density of all channel types, which, through translation, depends on the mRNA abundance. (I) The code snippet shows how these integral controllers are implemented as mechanism objects, and can be added to conductances. (J) On integrating the model, intracellular calcium levels rise and approach the target (red dashed line). This is accompanied by an increase in the conductance densities of all channels being controlled by this homeostatic mechanism (K). The voltage behavior of the cell changes from silence to bursting with truncated spikes to regular bursting. After evolving the model for some time (green node), the conductance profile and voltage dynamics returns to a state similar to the initial state (green plots). This configuration is now saved in a state called f inal and the initial configuration is returned to using the reset method (backwards arrow from green to orange). Another parameter is now changed (the Calcium target), and the model is integrated to reach a new state (blue node) where the voltage dynamics are different from the initial state. In summary, any state can be bookmarked using a descriptive name using the snapshot method, and can be returned to using the reset method.
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Xolotl: neuron and network simulator Figure 6 : Manipulating neuron parameters in real time. Any set of parameter in the model can be manipulated; here, the maximal conductance of every conductance type in the model from Fig. 1 is being manipulated using the code snippet shown here. The screenshot shows a GUI with sliders for every parameter of interest that is created by the manipulate method. These sliders can be linked to an arbitrary number of visualization functions. In this example, two visualization functions are used: the built in plot method (A) and a custom function that computes the firing-rate-vs.-injected current curve for this neuron (B). Both plots refresh themselves with every movement of any slider, allowing the user to build intuition about how every parameter controls the dynamical behavior of the model. A screen recording of this model being manipulated in real time is included in Supplementary Material Fig. 1 ). The bottom row shows simulations of a bursting stomatogastric ganglion neuron model with 8 conductances (as in Fig. 5 ). Ratio of run-time to simulation time (relative speed) as a function of simulation time step (A, B). Simulation error as a function of the step size (C, D). Relative speed of integration as a function of the simulation length (E, F). Relative speed of integration, normalized by system size, as a function of the number of compartments simulated simultaneously (G, H). All benchmarks were performed on the same computer, and all simulators using fixed time-step integration methods. NEURON was run using the Python wrapper.
